English and Career Development Course - Overview

If you are a working professional or job seeker who is struggling to improve
command of English or want to learn nuances of effective communication skills,
you have come to a right place. You will get three primary benefits through our
program:

-You can easily express your thoughts using correct English;
-You can converse with people comfortably and confidently;
-You can face interviews and make a presentation on stage effortlessly.
Furthermore, you get comprehensive guidance for a successful career which
enables you to compete in the marketplace and climb the ladder of success.
We customize the course structure after assessing individual strengths and
weaknesses to make sure our participants get the best learning experience.
We constantly strive to make learning an unforgettable experience.

Basic Course – Overview
a) Conceptual clarity to speak and write correct English
b) Tongue twisters to bring clarity of voice
c) Practices to develop fluency and bring English on your tongue
d) Practices for voice modulation
e) Reciting small stories
f) Understanding and answering closed-ended questions
g) Suggested Listening to reduce MTI and to sharpen understanding of English
language

h) Regular assessments to ensure progress

Advanced course –overview
a) Conversation practice in English with friends, colleagues, clients and
management
b) Personality and career development sessions
c) Mock interview sessions
d) Vocabulary building tips
e) Public speaking and presentation sessions
f) E-mail writing tips and awareness of common e-mail mistakes
g) Use of passive voice and rules of passive voice
h) Learn to explain your idea, concept or story
i) Role plays to make you confident and comfortable

Benefits of the program:

- Crack Interviews confidently
- Getter better job opportunities in India and abroad
- Impress and convince others through your English Communication and
presentation skills.

Why UrCareer:

- Individual attention and feedback for better improvement
- Unique and modern teaching techniques to get the best result
- Training from experts helps you to advance your career and land a job

